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STATE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA, MISSOULA, MONTANA

Cora Quast
Will Appear
In Concert

TUESDAY, MAY 2 3 ,1 9 3 3

W. E. Maddock s
Original Paintings
A re on D isplay

Kappa Tau Annual Awards
Forestry Seniors Return
A re P re se n te d
Will Honor
A fter Instructive Visits
By A rt School
New Group
To Coast Lumber Mills

Exhibit of Oils and Portrait Heads
Olive Barnett and Alice Tucker
By Professor of Edncatlon
Given Honorable Mention
Is Open to Public
Miss Kolitsch to Assist as Pianist;
For Year’s Work
Local Scholastic Fraternity to Give

Recital Is Planned
For Thursday
Cora Quast, mezzo-soprano, will
appear in a vocal recital in Main Hall
auditorium Thursday evening at. 8:15
o’clock. She will be assisted by
Louise Kolitsch, pianist.
The program is as follows:
Fruhllngsreigen------------Fleischmanu
From the
M orgen-H ym ne___ i_______Henschel
M argaretha--------------Meyer-Helmund
Die N a c h t____________ ,____ Strauss
Cora Quast
inding ourselves suddenly trans
Les B erceau x___________
Faure
formed -into a columnist, we are at
Nuit d’e to ile s ____________ DeBussey
liberty to express opinions on an exLa Pavane ----------------------- Bruneau
ceedingly large range of topics or L o u is e _____ :__________ Charpentier
write in any style . . . we have decided
Cora Quast
to become a little dospassosish . . . un
Piano solo________ ;________ ______
like Katherine Brush we do not scribLouise Kolitsch
bleonmenus—or like another eminent
make notes upon the cuffs of our N o c tu rn e ______________ __._Curran
Don’t
Come
in Sir, P le a s e _____ Scott
eveningshirt. . .
Ah, Moon of My D elig h t___ Lehmann
Cora Quast
ow many of you had a chance to
Piano s o lo ____________ 1___________
see Mae West do an excellent job
Louise Kolitsch
in the bawdry unboring show that was “Stornello” ________________ Cimara
here friday evening . . . lots of you Aria: "Mon Coeur s’ouvre a ta Voix”
we hope . . . it you missed weBt try to (From Samson and Delilah) Salntsee the show that is playing at the Saens.
wilma now . . . it is a war picture
Cora Quast
about two engllsh boys and a girl and
Following the recital, an informal
an american . . . the oldenglishretireception will be held in the Depart
cence and the rights and cheerios get
ment of Psychology at the State Uni
a bit thick but the startlinglybeautiful
versity
in Main hall. Mrs. F. 0. Smith,
war scenes and fine acting of the eng
W. R. Ames and Mrs. E. A. At
llsh boys make this a picture above Mrs.
kinson will preside at the service
the ordinary . . . see i t . . .
table. Miss Jack Crutchfield and Miss
Esther Lentz will assist in serving.
e all have embarrassing moments Ushers for the concert will be Kath
ryn
Bailey, June Hartley, Harriet Gil
W . . . remember the time you upset
the glass of water at a formal dinner lespie and Cornelia Clack, majors in
or introduced someone in the wrong the School of Music and sorority sisway . . . our date for a fireside the sters of Miss Quast.
For the past five years Miss Quast
other night' was from outoftown and
got in late and we were invited to has been studying education, social
drop into another house for a couple science and music in New York City.
of dances . . . evidently onr hostess In the field of social science, she has
had neglected to inform the dearsisters been interested largely with the child
of our arrival . . . what with arriving problem, child education and train
late and everything we were unable to ing. After completing requirements
find her . . . about the only recognition at the University in June, Miss Quast
we got was an Icy stare and the re will continue her studies in the fields
of psychology and music.
m ark fancyseeingyouhere ’. . .

SENIOR BENCH

f

h

• snt it too bad that President Roose1 velt will not be in Chicago for the
opening of the worldsfalr . . . this
brings to our mind the original man
ner in which this momentous affair
is to be formally opened . . . previously
it has been opened by pushing an
electric button but the CENTURY OF
PROGRESS will be set in motion by
the concentration of t h e r a y s
ofastar shining upon apparatus that
will generate electricity and sta rt the
machinery of what will be the greatest
worldsfair that man has yet seen . . .
. b e other day a group of students
l were waxingsentimental about the
seniors in their department . . . they
told the seniors they would miss them
and the dearoldschool would not be
the same without them . . . thats hooey
. . . already new officers are replacing
the former ones . . . new people are
filling adequately the places left va
cant by those who are being graduated
. . . anyway these people have for the
main part served well . . . let us give
them a bighand . . .
• t may or again it may not interest
1 you to hear that Vardi's Fisher will
be here at summer school. . . fisher is
a young man who came out of desolate
dreary farming country in the wildest
part of Idaho and has made himself
heard from one end of the country to
the other . . . europeans like fisher
too . . . Brassil Fitzgerald says that it
will be well worth the time to hear
fisher as he is a very fine lecturer
. . . read his in tragic life . . .
ast week a fellow who used to go to
school here was in town . . . he has
been onthebum in the south . . . he
was sentenced to a chain gang in
Georgia but was paroiled and said that
cold chills ran up and down hiB spine
when the judge gave his verdict . . .
he lived with some men in Miami
who drank bayrum and one of them
went nuts and this fellow had to tell
his sister abont it . . . he said that he
was only telling the funny or interest
ing tilings that happened and wouldnt
advise anyone to gobumming . . .
buddycanyouspareadlme . . . moreanon . . .

I

High School Girls
Attend Play Day
H e re S a tu rd a y
Annual Sports Day Competition Is
Entered by Delegates
From Five Towns
Acquainting themselves with the
State University campus and partic
ularly the Department of Physical
Education, approxim atelyone hundred
and fifty high school girls attended
the fifth annual Valley Play Day Sat
urday sponsored by the Women's Ath
letic association under the direction
of Eva Lesell, Belt.
Hamilton, Florence, Corvallis, Dar
by and Missoula were the high schools
represented. Stevensville and Victor,
included in the original list, failed to
send delegates.
The women were divided into color
teams with women from the State Uni
versity as advisors. Competitive
sports consisted of track, tennis, bas
ketball and baseball. Dancing, stunts
by the different schools, and swim
ming comprised the rest of the day’s
program, with the announcement of
the winner as the final feature.
The winning color team was the
Brown, with Ruby Michaud, Missoula,
as advisor, scoring 48 points. Yellow
was second with 38 points. Laura
Martin, Stevensville, was advisor. Red,
with Helen Mercer, Missoula, as ad
visor, won third place with 32 points.
Other color team advisors included
Edith Hankins, Virginia Bode, Peggy
Wilcox, Mary Sulgrove, Lois Elda
Howard, Gladys Mayo and Adelaide
Olinger.
On the refreshment committee were
Ina Ann Brophy, Mary Emmett, Mar
gery Minnehan and Velma Clark.

College Knowledge Program
Over Station KGVO
8:00 to 8:80 o’clock Tonight
Dr. F. 0. Smith will talk on “Psy
chological Racketeering.”
Cora
Quast will offer several soprano
solos.

Exhibits in oil painting and portrait
heads by Prof. W. E. Maddock of the
School of Education are now on dis
play in Room 301 of Main hall. The
exhibition opened Sunday and will be
open to the public the remainder of
the week.
Among those which are being
shown are “The Good Brother,”
“Spring Time,” "Franklin D. Roose
velt,” "Maude Muller in Holland,”
“Morton J. Elrod,” “Buffalo Body,"
“Woodrow Wilson,” “Mater Dolorosa”
and “Solitude.”
In conjunction with this exhibit,
Mrs. G. G. Emery of Missoula has of
fered for display a large collection
of Montana agates. Wednesday at 2
o’clock in Room 301 of Main hall, Prof.
J. W. Howard will talk on the col
lection. The review will be open to
the public.

VOLUME XXXII. No. 58

Banquet for Fifteen
Recent Initiates

Honorable mention in the Depart
ment of Fine Arts is given this -year
to Olive Barnett, Missoula, and Alice
Tucker, Billings. The decision, of
these awards Is based upon scholar
ship and for outstanding work in the
Department of Fine Arts. Both have
had a “B” average in all academic
subjects during the tiipe that they
have been attending the State Uni
versity.
The paintings presented by the two
girls will take the place of the regular
senior examination given in the vari
ous departments.
Miss Barnetts
mural painting, illustrating a fairy
story, will be-hung In the Hawthorne
public school in Missoula.
Miss
Tucker has completed an oil painting
of Paul Bunyan, which will be hung
in -Room 301 of the Department of
Fine Arts.
Louise Bushelle, a student in the
Department of Fine Arts, has com
pleted an Outstanding piece of work
in the form of a lnural painting. The
painting consists of seven athletic
figures symbolic of the Interscholas
tic Track Meet. The canvas was given
to the Missoula county high school
and is hanging over the athletic trophy
case in Principal G. A. Ketcham’s
office.

Wandering Woodsmen Back Two Days Early from Successful bot Wet
Trip Through Pacific Northwest and Down Coast to
San Francisco; Visit Many Alnmni

Kappa Tau, local honoarry fratern
ity, will honor 15 new initiates a t a
Seniors and instructors of the School of Forestry returned Saturday,
banquet to be held a t 6:30 tonight at
two days ahead of their schedule, from their 3,600-mile excursion
Corbin hall. Members of Phi Beta
which took them through the Pacific Northwest and down the coast
Kappa, national honorary scholastic
fraternity, who are on the campus,
to San Francisco. Their early arrival home was made possible when
also will be guests at the banquet,
■^they found It impossible to visit
Ed Alexander, Whitehall, who has
Ranier National Park.
replaced Gene Sunderlin as president
The foresters report good roads ex
of Kappa Tau, will be toastmaster for
cept in portions ot Montana and Idaho.
the evening. Dr. Harry Turney-High,
There were but four days of the en
chairman of the Department of Eco
tire trip when rain did not fall.
nomics, will be the principal speaker
After leaving Missoula the foresters
and a short talk will be given by A. S.
made their first visit at the Priest
Issae Is Dedicated to Gradnates
Merrill, professor In the Department
river experiment stations in Washing
And to Leading Industry .
of Mathematics.
ton. The following day they inspected
In Butte
Membership to Kappa Tau is limited
the tie-treating plant at Hlllyard,
to one per cent of the student body
Wash.- At Everett, Wash., they saw
Copper sheeting forms the cover of
and the eligibility requirement for
the Olympic Forest Products com
the senior edition of The Mountaineer, pany, where they observed fir, spruce
each student is a “B” average.
The new initiates Include Ada Wood,
Butte high school publication. The and hemlock logging operations. Paus
Stevensville; Arman Glenn, Missoula;
edition is “dedicated to the graduat ing at Neah Bay, Wash., the extreme
Olive Barnett, Missoula; Elinor' Mar
ing class of Butte high school, and northwestern point of the United
lowe, Missoula; Arthur Roberts, Boze
States, the Montana tourists watched
to the industry to which this class Is
man; Helen Duncan, Missoula; Eva
with interest the topping of a spar
indebted for Its school, its city, and tree. At Sekiu rafting was seen in
Lesell, Belt; Phyllis Mills, Cascade;
Eileen Jennings, Missoula; Phoebe
its livelihood.”
Puget Sound and at Tacoma the lum
Patterson, Missoula; Florence Har
An editorial in the edition explains ber mill and plywood factory was
rington, Butte; Jane Tucker, Great
that the idea of using a copper cover visited. The Weyehauser mill which,
Falls; Eleanor MacDonald, Yellow
grew out of the realization that only with its combined plant, is claimed
Seven Faculty Members Will Give
stone Park, Wyo.; Marjorie Crawford,
when copper is being removed from to be the largest in the world, was
Twenty-one Commencement
Missoula, and Horace Warden, Broad
Anaconda hill can the business man inspected at Longview. Wind River
view.
Addresses
of Butte thrive. The cover is to make experiment station, the Oregon City
Last year’s Initiates included Harold
the readers, particularly the students, Paper mill at Corvallis and the Port
Seven members of the faculty of the Fitzgerald, Edward Alexander, Billie
copper conscious and to spur them on Orford Cedar plant at Marshfield, Ore.,
State University will give a total of Ann Bateman, William Boone, Emma
in the support of the city’s industry. were the next stops on the itinerary.
21 commencement addresses a t high Bravo, Kathryn Coe, Donald Crevel“Buy America first, buy'Butte cop- Logging of Redwood was seen at
schools in various parts of the state Ing, Cale Crowley, John Curtis, Her
p'er second,” reads a part of the edi Eureka, Cal., where the Scotia Pacific
in May and June. E. A. Atkinson of man Dickel, David Fitzgerald, Grant
torial.
Lumber company, said to be the larg
the Department of Psychology, spoke Kelleher Joe Lasby, Rubin Lewon, Fae
“The amount of copper used in the est of its kind in the world, is located.
at Stevensville on May 16 and will Logan, Mary Martin, Emma Porkorny, Three Changes in Commencement
At Bull Flat, Cal., the foresters saw
printing
of
this
paper
will
be
little
speak at Simms on May 24 and Au Edward Skoog, Alice Taylor and Alice
Program for this Year
enough indeed, but the amount of the world’s largest stand of timber,
gusta, May 25.
Tucker.
things that can be printed on copper which runs one million feet to the
Are Planned
Rev. Jesse Bunch spoke at Dixon on
practically is large. There is a large acre.
May 19 and will speak in Missoula on
San Francisco added variety to the
Three changes have been made in number of articles, such as cooking
June 8. Freeman Daughters, dean
the Commencement ceremony for this utensils, table ware, automobile ac trip. There the woodsmen spent their
of the School of Education, spoke in
time visiting Golden^ Gate park, the
cessories
and
building
materials
being
year.
Each
dean
of
the
professional
Columbia Falls on May 19, and W. E.
schools on the campus will present his made of copper, that can be bought." Ferry building, Chinatown, the water
Maddock of the same school will speak
own candidates for degrees to Presi
In a letter addressed to the paper front, San Quentin prison and the
in Bozeman on May 25.
Mare Island Naval base.
Darrell Parker of the Department Will Supervise Citizens’ Conservation dent C. H. Clapp at the Commence from the Butte Chamber of Commerce,
ment
exercises.
On the return trip stops were made
Work
at
Fort
Missoula
W.
S. Thompson says, “We congrat
of English spoke in Ringling on May
Formerly the president presented ulate our enterprising youth who are at Klamath Falls, Ore.; Walla Walla,
20 and will speak In Philipsburg on
Captains Albert Rothermich and all the candidates to the chancellor, responsible for issuing a ‘Copper Wash.; Lewistown, Idaho; Spokane,
May 25. Dean R. C. Line of the School
Fred Rogers have been temporarily but the new idea was instituted be Mountaineer.' We salute the enthusi and the Savanac nursery at Haugan.
of Business Administration spoke in
detailed to Fort Missoula in connec cause the chancellor will not be pres asm and ingenuity of these students
Graduates of the School of Forestry
Oilmont on May 17, Sunburst May 18,
tion with the work of the Citizens’ ent this year.
who are thps once more so forcibly who were visited were Raymond Bitand Sweet Grass, May 19. He will
Conservation corps.
calling
our
attention
to
Butte’s
out
ney, ’26, at Neah Bay; Thomas
At the commencement exercises the
speak in Thompson Falls on June 2.
Captain Rothermich is at present bachelor’s degrees will be presented standing industry—Copper Mining.” Thompson, ’25; Priest River experi
J. E. Miller, dean of men, spoke in
the adjutant of the Citizens’ Conserva | first, the master’s next, and then the Mr. Thompson was a member of the ment station; Lee P. Merrill, ’28,
Cut Bank on May 17, Conrad, May ll8;
tion Corps at Fort Missoula. Captain honorary degi’ees. Until this year the paper’s staff in 1907. He points to Tacoma; Barkes Adams, ’28, Long
Shelby, May 19, Brady, May 20. He
Rogers has just returned from Yellow honorary degrees were given first, the the fact that those who invested in view; Clyde Baker, '21, Lewistown,
will speak in Rudyard today, and in
stone Park, where he has been making m aster’s next and them the bachelor' the mines of the city in the 1890’s and Floyd Phillips, '30, Klamath Falls.
Gilford, May 24; Chester, May 25, and
a reconnaissance of camp sites for the
Commissions as second lieutenants were well rewarded for the faith they
Hingham, May 26.
reforestation crews.
in the United States army will be placed. “The same wealth of resources
There were 24 high school com
This shortage of staff officers, com presented at the Commencement exer are here now, and those who keep
mencement speeches delivered by I
bined with rainy weather, has made cises, rather than at a special military faith in this community will be repaid
members of the faculty last year.
the completion of scheduled work dif ceremony on the Oval as was done richly; probably even more than ever
ficult. The last drill of the year will formerly.
before.”
be held May 29, and will consist of a
Also printed on the copper sheet
review of the Grizzly battalion and
Alan Burke, ’32, is visitor on the ing this y e a ra re the Butte high school Hufford, O’Brian and Splcher Are
New Members of Fraternity
band.
campus.
commencement announcements, and
the front pages of an edition of the
Tuesday, 8 to 10, all 8 o’clocks;
Alpha Kappa Psi, national com
publication of the Girls’ Central high
10:10 to 12:10, English F lla , lib and
mercial fraternity, held initiation for
school.
189c; 1:10 to 3:10, all 1 o'clocks; 3:20
Kenneth Hufford, James O’Brian and
to 5:20, all Spanish. Wednesday, 8 to
Clement Spicher last Tuesday evening'
10, all 10 o'clocks; 10:10 to 12:10,
Last Friday the winners on the
Chemistry F lic and F13c; 1:10 toj
stock exchange were guests of the
3:10, all 2 o’clocks; 3:20 to 5:20,
losers at a picnic held up the BlackBotany F lic and Biology F lic.
foot. The time was spent playing
Thursday, 8 to 10, all 11 o’clocks;
Plans (or Commencement Week to Be baseball and horseshoes. In the eve
ning a mock ceremony was held for
10:10 to 12:10, all French; 1:10 to
Discussed
Lantern Parade, for eleven years a Commencement Week activity
graduating seniors. Those graduat
3:10, all 3 o’clocks; 3:20 to 5:20, all recognized as a custom unique with the State University, is to be
Senior convocation will be held ing are Russel Klnny, Herbert VerGerman. Friday, 8 to 10, all 9
held the evening of June 3 at 9 o’clock. Dorothy Miller, manager, Wednesday morning, May 31 at 11 heelc, Earle Heagy, Glenn Lloyd and
o’clocks; 10:10 to 12:10, P,&E.P. and
Economics 62; 1:10 to 3:10, Business says, “All sorority and rion-sorority women are asked to give one hun o’clock in Main Hall auditorium. Plans Willard Miller. This was the last ac
Administration 12b and Geology F16. dred per cent support. Lantern P a r-^privileged to take part in the cere for Commencement week will be dis tivity of Alpha Kappa Psi for this
Classes meeting on Tuesdays and ade is a beautiful tradition and one mony. Because of the lack of at cussed. Ted Cooney, president of the quarter.
Thursdays only are entitled to one we w&nt to keep. Only by the support
class, urges every senior to be there.
tendance in the parade two years ago,
hour, the second of the period to I ot every woman on the campus can it
The meeting, called by the faculty
abolishment of the custom was con
which they are assigned. The schedma^e a success and be preserved.”
committee on Commencement, headed
Phoebe Patterson and Vivian Bower sidered. However, by a vote taken by Prof. E. A. Atkinson, will decide
ule for Tuesday and Thursday examon the campus the sororities and
what to do with the money left in the
{nations is as follows: 9 o’clock are assisting in the arrangedients.
independent
women
unanimously
Organized in 1922
senior treasury. Last year it was
classes, Friday, 9 to 10 o'clock.
Students in the School ot Journal
Puring the spring of 1922 the cere pledged complete support.
given to the Alumni association.
Library Economy 31 and Pharmacy
ism held their annual field trip last
A. W. 8. Officers Installed
mony
was
inaugurated
by
Dean
Har
A senior farewell mixer will be
25; 10 o'clock classes, Wednesday, 9
Sunday with Lolo Hot Springs as their
The parade is led by the new and given Saturday, June 3.
to 10 o’clock, Fine Arts 32b, Geology riet Sedman. Its purpose is to install
goal. Leaving the Shack at 10 o’clock
26, Journalism 47 and Physical Edu the newly-elected A. W. S. officers, former officers of the Associated
Sunday morning the party stopped at
and
it
was
Dean
Sedman’s
belief
that
Women
Students,
followed
by
the
cation 142; 11 o’clock classes, Thurs
BIOLOGISTS TAKE TRIP
Lolo, Travelers Rest and Fort Fizzle,
day, 9 to 10 o’clock, English 160c, such a program would help create en senior women, garbed in caps and
TO TICK LABORATORY where Dean A. L. Stone commented
Music 124a and Physical Education thusiasm for the organization. For gowns. The line starts from the Main
briefly on their history.
Dr. Richards’ class, Mr. Wells’
139; 1 o’clock classes, Tuesday, 2:10 merly it was held after the election hall steps and goes around the Oval.
After reaching Lolo Hot Springs
to 3:10, Business Administration 191c, j 0^ officers and was intended to add While the remainder of the women class and the Biology club made a
many
of the students journeyed on to
group themselves around the steps of field trip to the Hamilton tick labora
Fine Arts F13c and Music 36c; 2 ]dlSnlty t0 A- W. S. offices,
the
snow line In Lolo pass before
Main
hall,
the
seniors
form
an
M
on
Part of Commencement
tory last Friday. The trip was made
o’clocks, Wednesday, 2:10 to 3:10,
English 69c, Music 2Gc, Music 155b | Th° ceremony gradually began to the Oval. At this time the past of- for the students to study the experi returning to the springs for lunch.
their mental work on Spotted fever and The greater part of the afternoon was
and Physical Education 143c; 3 o’clock attract the attention of the Missoula I ficers of A. W. S. hand ov
Tularaemia, sometimes called Deer fly] spent «n swimming and other sports,
classes, Thursday, 2:10 to 3:10, Music townspeople and received a great deal work to the new officers,
of
publicity.
Because
it
was
imThe
formation
and
route
of
the fever. Most of the students took ad
F29c and Physical Education 143c.
Vressive, Commencement committees Lantern Parade is always the same, vantage of the free vaccination fori Mary Sulgrove left this morning for
I Helena where she will be bridezmaid
Lloyd L. Callisou, '30, who for the wanted it held during graduation week Formerly women faculty members in spotted fever.
______
at the wedding of her cousin, Mary
past two years has been employed by and the A. W. 8. Lantern Parade be- caps and gowns marched with the
Annie Jean Stewart, '31, ot Hamil- Agnes Sulgrove of Helena. She will
the Gallatin Drug company of Boze came part of the Commencement! women students. No preliminary re
ton,
was
a
guest
at
the
Delta
Gamma
return to Missoula tomorrow mornhearaal is held and instructions are
man, was a visitor at the School of program.
I ing.
| Every State University woman is | given the evening of the ceremony. house yesterday.
Pharmacy on Saturday.

Professors
Will Speak
To Schools

Copper Sheeting
Is Novel C over
Of School Paper

Doctor Clapp
Will Present
All Degrees

Rothermich, Rogers
Detailed to Corps

Commercial Group
Initiates Pledges

E xam Schedule

Twelfth Annual Lantern Parade
To Feature Commencement Week

New A. W. S. Officers Will Be installed; All State University Women
Are Urged to Support the Tradition

Senior Convocation
Will Be Held May 31

Journalists Hold
Annual Field Trip

Tuesday, May 23, 1933

THE MONTANA KAIMIN

Book Reviews

Society

The Montana Kaimin

Rev. Roscoe Coen
V isits M isso u la

Prof. W alter C. Langsam of Colum
bia university has written a stimulat
ing, well-balanced book in “The World
Since 1914” and It should appeal to
Alpha Chi O mega...................................... ......................... Installation Ball a wide audience in these days when
Entered as second-class matter at Missoula, Montana, under act ot
Kappa D e lt a ..................................................................................... Fireside international affairs loom so large.
Congress, March 3, 1879.
Professor Langsam begins his 660Subscription price, $2.60 per year.
page history with a brief examination
In d ep en d en ts.................................................................................... CarnivalDance
of
the events leading up to the World
Alpha Delta P i ...................................................................................... Spring Dance
Printed by the School ot Journalism Press
War. He then covers the war period
Delta Gamma..........................................
Ship Party
remarkably well considering the space
Phi Sigma Kappa-Sigma Nu................................................................. Street Dance
allotted himself fbr that great human
_____________EDITOR
J. STANLEY H I L L ___
cataclysm.
CAUGHT BY THE CAMPUS CAMERA
..BUSINESS MANAGER
RICHARD SCHNEIDER..
The war, however, is discussed in
Kappa Alpha T h eta...................................... ....................... Spring Formal
Dick O’Malley and Vic Cooney head
less than 100 pages. The story then
ing the list ot young collegians pres
Latta, Marian Mix, Jane Scott, Valle goes to Versailles with Wilson. Vari
At the Fraternities and Sororities
ent a t the Monday night preview of
Olive Fitzgerald and Fay McCollum Turner, Florence Milligan, Mary Alice ous treaties a r e . discussed in detail,
The Warrior’s Husband—Expected ar
M a r r s, Maxine Janes, Josephine there is a section devoted to the origin
rival ot Jane (Dramatics) Thelen for ot Livingston were week-end guests Marsh, Joan Swango, Mary Freeburg,
and aims of the League, a description
In Our Times
the Theta Spring Formal — Skeeter at the Delta Gamma house.
Helen Meloy, Helen Scott, Margaret of the reparations tangle and of the
B. Lee Pace, writing in the Colorado Springs News, has challenged Bateman dropping a D.S.L. badge on Among the guests a t the Sigma Kap
Rutherford and Josephine Liggett. demands for security and disarma
the college graduating classes to cure the ills of the world. He says Evelyn (not too) Rankin—JoJo (Skep pa house this week-end were Kathryn Mrs. Maud Betterton and Mr. and Mrs. ment.
“ If the blood of life is to be vigorously pumped again into the hard tical) McCaffery planting the Delt Barney, Miriam McLeod, Frances Elgy Stanley Teel were chaperons.
Following this unbiased and welland Felicia McLemore, all of Helena.
ened arteries of Ameica and the universe, it is up to you, and you and emblem over Helen Marie Donahne’s
written account of the war and its
fluttering heart—Ossia Taylor leaving
Norman Walker of Ronan was a
Sweater
Dance
effects on human relations, Professor
you— Mr. and Miss Graduate. The challenge, the responsibility is with yards of organdy -dresses for her guest at the Delta Sigma Lambda
Delta Sigma Lambda fraternity was Langsam takes up each ot the major
yours. The world is sick. Is there a doctor in the house?” To the sailor's graduation—Bill (Plays and house over the week-end.
host at a Sweater dance at the chapter nations individually. Naturally, there
student who dons the cap and gown next month, a very changed world Players) Garver gesticulating wildly
Annie Jean Stewart of Hamilton house Saturday evening. Among the
is adequate treatment of the Russian
presents itself. Since he graduated from high school four or five or during rehearsals for the Taming of wag a luncheon guest at the Delta guests present were Bunny O'Leary, revolution and the rise of the Soviets,
the Shrew — Mary (University) Sol- Gamma house yesterday.
Virginia Cooney, Ellnore Marlowe, as well as the coming to power of
even more years ago, the universe has gone through an historic period.
grove leaving for the wedding of Mary
Bertha Wedum ot Glasgow is a
The economic structure of the world has tumbled; govenments have Sulgrove—Betty Williams experienc guest a t the Alpha Phi house this Elsie Hirshberg. Mary Sulgrove, Mussolini in' Italy, the fall of the
Lover Sheehan, Mike Kennedy, How Spanish monarchy, the Irish Free
changed their courses; the leaders of nations have been supplanted ing an embarrassing moment in front week.
ard Nelson, Claget Sanders and Stan State's troubles, and the Slno-Japanot the Law building—John (ex-Edltor)
Everett Logan spent the week-end Hill. The chaperons of the evening
by new faces— history has been made.
ese conflict in Manchuria and Jehol
Curtis vacationing at the Theta house at his home in Deer Lodge.
were Mrs. Elizabeth Asendorf, Prof, The history carries on to the end of
Our own country has witnessed a swiftly moving drama since that
Art Roberts worrying about the an
Hazel Thomas spent the week-end and Mys. W. P. Clark and Matheus
1932 and the election of Roosevelt. It
eventful March 4 when a new leader set out to cure the economic ills swer to a toast for the Kappa Tau with friends in Plains.
Kast.
will “fill you in" on foreign affairs
of the United States. The changes in our fundamental governmental banquet — Betty (Rushee) Roe and
Jane Tucker was a dinner guest at
as well as any book of recent years
structure have been great. We have changed economically and politi Merrill Grafton failing to put in an the Sigma Kappa house Thursday eve
Spring Fireside
“Forest Fire”
Alpha Xi Delta entertained Satur
cally. Walter Lippman hafe said
. . we are entering an era of con appearance Inside at the Kappa dance ning.
—EdWard Spottswood again wheeling
Guests at the Alpha Phi house over day evening at a spring fireside. Music
“Forest Fire,” by Rex Stout is a
struction in which we shall have to call up fom within ourselves the around.
the week-end were Louise Rule, Deer was furnished by Bob Leslie. Guests western story but one of a different
last ounce of patient and laborous, critical and tolerant thought which
Lodge; Marguerite Brown, Butte, and included Amie Rose Doyoa, Katherine kind. Rex Stout is known as an
we possess. These are times of momentous change in the habits of A bright and gay column filled with Emma Mason, Helena.
Palmeten, Genevieve Gregory, Theda author possessed of a deep under
Judith Kingsbury and Miriam Mc Farnsworth, Norma Klinger and Mar standing of sex psychology, and this
men. Those who are privileged to live through the years ahead will optimism and good cheer. Dedicated
to the graduating seniors, the poor Leod of Helena were dinner guests at ian Wilcox.
is reflected in bis new book. It is
see how histoiy is made.”
devils.
the Sigma Kappa house Sunday.
mainly the story of Stan Durham, for
A college diploma no longer entitles one to a favored spot in the
Ted Milburn and Leonard Vance
Kappa Dinner Dance
est ranger, and of the strange twist
affairs of the world. However, it should enable its possessor to “ lift WARNING—Sometime during com spent Saturday with friends in Darby.
Kappa Kappa Gamma entertained in his personality which leads to an
his eyes to some horizon which those less privileged than he have not mencement week yon are going to Chalmer Lyman of Helena is a Saturday evening at their annual eventful, startling tragedy. The other
hear the word “ideals.” Don’t be house guest at the Alpha Tau Omega
spring dinner-dance. The dinner was main characters are Elsie, his wife
been able to see.” A recent questionnaire a t Harvard university showed lieve It!
house.
held at the Florence hotel at 7:30 Harry Fallon, the handsome young
that only six per cent of the men questioned intended to enter business
H arriet Calhoun and Eleanor Speak o’clock. Music was furnished by Paul Easterner who came West to Mon
CLASS POEM
careers. The majority planned to enter professional or semi-pro
er were Sunday dinner guests at the Keith and Andy Anderson. After the tana and went to work for Stan, and
The caps and gowns
Alpha Chi Omega house.
fessional fields. Evidently the frontier of the business world has dis
dinner, a dance was held at the chap Dorothy Fuller, the wealthy Chicago
Are quite a sight;
Don Paddock and Butch Scott of ter house. Chaperons for the evening girl who came West for a vacation and
appeared. No longer is there the opportunity for young men to be
But they look like hell
Hot Springs were week-end guests at included Mrs. Frank Keith, Dean Har stayed to get a thrill. Dorothy got
come “captains of industry.” An ambition to serve society is more
If they don’t fit right.
the Sigma Alpha Epsilon house.
riet Rankin Sedman, Mrs. Mary Elrod the thrill, but it was not the one she
worthy than the ambition to make money. Because the professions
Virginia Malloy, who was a week Ferguson, Dean and Mrs. R. C. Line had anticipated. The story is finely
College
alumni
magazines will soon
and the individual enterprises offer greater latitude for individual ex
end guest at the Kappa Alpha Theta and Dean and Mrs. C. W. Leaphart.
wrought and some of the passages
start publishing the pictures and
house, left Monday for her home In
pression and achievement, the college graduate of 1933 should focus names of employed graduates.
contain distinct beauty.
Butte.
Mother’s Day Tea
his eyes to these horizons.
Books on Inflation
Bill
Johnson
of
Plains
spent
the
Kappa
Alpha
Theta
entertained
Sun
THE COLUMNISTS COMMENCESolving the world’s problems and stepping out into an already over
Now that we have inflation, we may
week-end at the Sigma Alpha Epsilon day afternoon a t the chapter house
MENT ADDRESS
crowded universe is no easy task nor a rosy outlook for the man with
house.
with a Mother’s Day tea. Pouring as well look forward to an avalanche
“Goodspeed to the class of 1933.
a degree. But what we do want to impress most is that there is work Business is on the Fritz, and it is Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Bigney of Laurel during the afternoon were Miss Cath of books on the subject, exceeding the
were Sunday dinner guests at the erine White and Mrs. William Walter- technocracy book fad. Several such
great work, to be done.
Hart to get a job when you leave I
books already are on the stalls,
Alpha Chi Omega house.
skirchen.
Skoog. Nevertheless, Benish your wor
"Bankers Gold,” by Edgar Lawrence
Phyllis Holmes, Ara Logan and Mar
ries for your diploma will prove to be
Smith is described as “a guide to the
Spring Formal
ian Rusk were Sunday dinner guests
a Grande Boone and you will some
“If I Had Time—”
Members of Sigma Kappa sorority perplexed—including bankers.” The
at the Alpha Xi Delta house.
day
be
able
to
make
a
Rich
Hall.
Do
“If I had time— ” Where have you heard that? "If I had time’
Alpha Xi Delta entertained last eve entertained at their annual spring author, a well-known. economic an
not get in a Huff-man or get a-Noyd
this might be a good editorial on the subject, but unfortunately time or in-Dignan if you do not do Bell at ning at the chapter house in honor of formal at the Old Country club Satur alyst, sets out to describe the history
the Mother’s club of Alpha Xi Delta. day evening. About fourteen guests and function of banks and bankers
is the lacking element in our scheme of things.
first. You Maylnnd a good job later
were present. Mrs. E. C. Palmer, Miss in the simplest possible terms. Earl
The evening was spent in bridge.
and
then
we
will
be
able
to
throw
Rice
We are going to offer a few suggestions for time -saving. The little
Charlotte Russel, Prof, and Mrs. J. W. Sparling, New York newspaperman, is
at your Redding. As a Warden to
Severy and Mr. and Mrs. Hampton K. the author of “The Primer of Infla
North Hall
things, we, mean, will constitute our suggestion. The things that sub
you, SUver-man does not Krum to
tion.” Sparling aims, also, to be as
tract a couple of minutes fom this hour and a couple of hours from those who are Lasby. The good Lord Jane Leonard has left for her home Snell were the chaperons.
untechnical as possible. He hopes that
this day. “Time is money,” business men used to say. So if our sug Davis eyes Stnssy if we will. Stand in Butte. She will not return to the
Buffet Supper
his
book will explain inflation in a
University until next fall.
gestions save you time, which is as golden as silence, we have offered be-Schneider babbling Brooke or in a
Complimentary to the active and satisfactory manner to the butcher,
Betty Evans will leave Friday of this
Woody
grove
this
nice
Sprague
pledge
members
of
Delta
Gamma,
the
the plumber, the drug clerk and the
you money-saving ideas.
weather and contemplate on this week for New York City.
Mother's club entertained at a buffet actor.
fn the first place, there is the habit of a friendly greeting. How Morrell. This Mason trite, but Coe Mrs. P. M. Halloran of Anaconda supper Sunday evening at the home
Stage Mother
many hours a year do we waste by maintaining a toothpaste-advertise forth and do all within your Power.” was the week-end guest of her daugh of Mrs. W. N. Dixon. Out-of-town
Bradford Ropes, whose “42nd
ter, Helen.
guests included Mrs. Ellis Dawes, Fay
ment expression, and by articulating a cheerful couple of words with
Street” made a huge success as a
Margaret Brown of Butte was the
The modern diploma should say,
McCollum and Olive Fitzgerald.
each friend, acquaintance and interesting stranger who saunters along
movie, has written a much better book
“This degree good for one perform week-end guest of Helen Scott.
with similar expression and greeting? Perhaps if it were possible to ance only.”
about the stage in “Stage Mother.”
Katherine Thrailkill was the Sun
It is about Kitty Lorraine and her
day dinner guest of Jo Marsh.
charge along streets and sidewalks, hurling greetings over a moving
daughter, Shirley, and the story starts
Margaret Lehsou was the Monday
CLASS WILL
shoulder, less condemnation of this habit from a time-wasting stand
at
a period _when Shirley is a baby.
luncheon
guest
of
Marian
Lewellen.
To the Class of 1934, the dummies.
point would be possible. The principal trouble with the custom as it
The husband and father are killed,
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Keith were the
We gave you beer, what more do you
is practiced is that it slows the tempo of motion. Automatically, as want? Next year keep off the grass, dinner guests of Jean Porter Sunday. The study ot plant formation was and life for Kitty and Shirley is un
your grin stiffens and your tongue goes through its accustomed mo that is, If there is any grass to keep Marguerite Heinsch and Mary Max the objective of 26 members of the satisfactory in many respects. Shirley,
plant ecology class under the direc
tions, your feet lag, your eyes and head are turned to see the person off. Alma Mammy needs more tra  well of Deer Lodge were the Sunday
tion of J. W. Severy, professor of bot
you address, and presently, after passing dozens of people, you will ditions. Find some, if not, steal some. dinner guests of Mrs. Theodore any, who left for the region southeast
Brantly.
have lost enough of the elusive sands of time to have made a fair-sized In the orchestra of life there are Marie Christian spent Sunday at her of Florence last Sunday morning.
In the district which they observed
beach. Most deplorable!
home in St. Ignatius.
many qualified to play the lyre.
DIL A
AV
the class was able to study plant
P
Y
There are a dozen and one other items that waste time. Consider
formations in yellow pine, sagebrush
The Commencement program—men
Corbin Hall
the striking of a match. One, two three— ah! Now we can light our tal reactions, if any.
and
swamp
areas.
Each
person
took
Margaret Madeen spent the week
SAFE
cigarettes. Three of us? Wait a minute. Doesn’t someone have an
his own lunch and coffee was served
end at her home in Hamilton.
The Prof
Helen Kelleher spent the week-end by Dr. Severy. They returned about
As I sit here
other match? Time, matches, energy— heavens! Such waste ap
Poor grub Is apt
And am forced to peer
with Caroline Griffith at the latter’s 6 o’clock Sunday evening. The trip
to spoil a perfect
palls usf
was made by bus.
home in Drummond.
At this group of silly asses;
evening. Yon ean
Wearing neckties is obviously a waste of time, not only from the
I can’t help but wonder
Doc Kennedy was a Sunday dinner
n e v e r go wrong
IS COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER
effort spent in the selection of the gaudy strips of silk, but from the
guest at Corbin hall.
If it isn't a blunder
feeding yonr girl a t
To
educate
the
masses.
lost moments and temper involved in their tying. The feminine use
Prof. E. A. Atkinson delivered a
Frye-Gregg
of lip stick is a controversial point, but there is no doubt that it is a
wedding of much interest to high school commencement address in
The New Grad
waste of time to apply, with the necessary precision, the scarlet em In cap and gown
numerous friends here was solemnized StevenBville Tuesday evening, May
last Friday evening when Elizabeth 16. The subject of his address was
bellishment. Shoe strings, especially when they break, are a tragic With his usual frown
waste of time. The same can be said for pencils of either eversharp Sits prof, looking wistful and blue; Frye, daughter of Mrs. Blanche Frye “Vocational Education for the Pres
Life to him
of Berkeley, Calif., became the bride ent Economic Order.”
or the common wood variety. The former involves waste time and
Must be very dull,
of William A. Gregg, Jr., ot Poison.
motions getting the lead to propel properly, and the latter have a per I'll bet he’s sorry we’re through.
The ceremony took place at 8:30
verse habit of breaking during the most important lectures.
o'clock at the summer home of R.
Every graduate will be subject to Parchen, with Rev. 0. D. Martin of the
There is a terrible waste of time involved in answering a telephone.
attacks of unemploymentia.
Baptist-Presbyterian church conduct
The phone rings. Before it can be answered it rings again. The
ing the service. The couple was at
LAST TIMES TONIGHT!
TODAY and WEDNESDAY!
CLASS PROPHECY
answerer is slightly irritated when it rings a third time as he picks up
tended by Miss Mildred Gregg and Mr.
the receiver. And then a regular, form of conversation must be gone We predict that 90 per cent of the Parchen. Mrs. Gregg was graduated
through before both parties know who is calling and who is being class of 1933 if quizzed regarding from the State University and was a
their occupations three years from member of Delta Gamma sorority.
called.
Most nnnsual and brilliant comedy
now will still say “Student.”
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY!
Following a short wedding trip the
of the year. With
Waste. Waste. Waste. Time, labor, temper, energy. But pri
couple will return to Poison, where
marily time. For, if the others are wasted, the individual pays for it
ANNUAL PICNC HELD
they will make their home.
— In —
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Missionary from Seoul, Korea, Talks
At Presbyterian Chnrek
Rev. Roscoe C. Coen, Presbyterian
missionary from Seoul, Chosen,
(Korea) was the principal speaker
a t the First Presbyterian church May
21, a t 11 o’clock in the morning and
at 8 o’clock in the evening.
Mr. Coen has been a missonary in
Chosen since 1918. He is engaged
in evangelistic and educational work.
Among his activities are teaching
bible cfasses, advisor and treasurer of
the Christian Endeavor Union of
Chosen and evangelistic itineration.
The Board of Foreign Missions of
the Presbyterian church in the United
States is sponsoring the tour of Rev
erend Coen in this country.

Silviculture Class
Visits at Haugan
Students of the School of Forestry
silviculture class left early Friday
morning for Haugan, where they vis
ited the Savanac nursery where most
of the trees are produced’ for region
number one.
At present the Citizens conservation
corps is in the midst of reforestratlon
work in the vicinity of the nursery
and their operations were observed
by the class. I. W. Cook; professor of
the School of Forestry, supervised the
trip. The group returned to Missoula
Friday night.
DRUIDS DISCUSS PLANS
FOR ANNUAL PICNIC
Druids, forestry organization, dis
cussed plans for their annual spring
picnic a t t h e i r regular meeting
Wednesday night. It was decided to
hold the picnic soon after the return
of the senior foresters and to select
the picnic grounds gt a later date.
Letters were read from graduates of
the School of Forestry. The organiza
tion considered and decided to en
dorse the school song movement pro
posed by the Presidents’ club.
MUMM CHOSEN TO HEAD
BIG SISTER MOVEMENT
Marjorie Mumm, Missoula, was
elected chairman of the Big Sister
committee at the regular meeting of
the Associated Women Students Mon
day afternoon.
The committee in charge of changes
in the constitution as regards fresh
man women’s dates consists ot Emma
Bravo, Lucille Chapman and Pauline
Fritz.
however, ultimately triumphs on
Broadway, and marries successfully.
The story itself is nothing great,
but the author’s knowledge of stage
life is apparent on every page. His
book makes' entertaining reading and,
no doubt, will soon be on the motion
picture screen.

WE CARRY PARCELS
and RUN ERRANDS
Just Phone 61(8

DIME DELIVERY
Tranks Moved

Plant Formations
Studied by Class

i

1

►

A

Ramey’s a

■ a mm

FOX-WILMA FOX-RIALTO

in wasted time. Perhaps; when the millenium comes, everything will
Majors and minors in the Depart
Spring Formal
be so perfected that there will be no waste of time through the friction ments of Biology, Botany and Home Alpha Phi sorority entertained at t
of small happenings.
Economics held their annual picnic dessert-dance in honor ot a numbei
up the Rattlesnake valley Thursday of rushees at the chapter house Fri
And then, w on't life be dull?
afternoon.
day evening. Among the guests presDr. Elrod, Dr. Severy and Miss

The student is a funny sort of fellow. Most of us never want to go Helen Gleason accompanied the group.
to school, but when the president of Center college told some students Approximately one hundred twentyfive members attended.
they couldn’t, they all went to class right away.

Junior Prom

FROCKS
that have everything new in
Spring Fashions.

“THE WARRIOR’S
HUSBAND’’

ED WYNN in
“Follow the Leader”

Lovely

Elissa Landi

DOROTHY JORDAN
“Bondage”

Soft crepe dresses combined

THURSDAY ONLY!
Great Stage Show

HOLLYWOOD
REVUE

15 people with th e ir own orchestra,
sipgers, dancers and comedians.

FRIDAY and SATURDAY
May 26 and 27, at the

FOX-WILMA
DeRea Dance Revne

Annual Presentation—

pastel

shades

in

crisp organdie— such pert
things.

with perky organdie jackets.

Tuesday, May 23, 1933

TH E M O N T A N A KAIMIN

Idaho Vandals Winners
Of Annual Track, Field
M eet by Two Points
Peden Sets New State Record of 21.3 in 220-Yard Dash; Reynolds,
Dahlberg, Doff, Caven and Vickerman Star in Their Events;
Idaho Takes Eight Firsts, Montana Six

Frosh Win F o u r F r e s h m e n
Qualifications
Telegraphic Meet
F o r M o n o g ra m s
Track Meet

Another Pacific Coast conference
meet was settled by a close score
Saturday when the Idaho Vandals
Davis, LaCasse, Price and
nosed out the Grizzlies, 66-64, by win
ning the relay race, which was gen
Will Receive Awards
Cubs
TrOUnce
Oregon
Yearlings;
erally conceded a Montana victory.
For Track

Triple Triumph of Davis
Is Feature

Most of the other events were won
as had been expected, except the dis
cus. Rhinehart, Reynolds and Mur
State University Cubs won a tele
Breaking up a close race between the two teams, the Idaho Vandals ray stepped out to make a clean sweep graphic meet from the University of
stepped out in the last event of th e day to nose out the State Univer in that event, beating out Idaho’s fav Oregon freshman, 65 to 57, due to the
triple triumph of Gene Davis of Mis
sity, 66-64, in a dual track and field meet Saturday a t MacLean field. orltes.
soula.

The Grizzlies led most of the events in points gathered, but a Vandal
relay team pulled a surprise by de-®1feating a favorite Montana team to
put Idaho two points ahead.
A cold wind bothered the jumpers
and javelin tossers, but in every other
way, it was the fastest meet that has
been run off between the two schools.
The Grizzly men made the best rec
ords they had ever made a t this meet.
Roy Peden stepped the 220-yard dash
in 21.3 seconds to set a new state Upset Featured in League Play;
Six Contests Are Held
record for that event The old mark
was held by RuBsell Sweet of the
Over Week-end
State University.
Another
upset figured in the week
While Peden’s sprint record was the
best m ark of the day, several of the end’s play of the Interfraternity
Grizzlies starred in their events. league when the Alpha Tau Omega
Monte Reynolds tossed the shot 44 feet club defeated the Sigma Chis, 14-1
< inches to set a new University rec a hangover game early Sunday morn
ord and fall inches short of the state ing. In the other games over the
record set by Semlngsen of Montana week-end the Independents beat the
State. Alfred Dahlberg jumped 5 feet Sigma Nus, 7-6, in a tough struggle,
11 inches for his best m ark in com S. P. E. nosed out D. S. L., 6-5, in the
petition. Ken Duff’B 49.9 seconds Sunday afternoon game. The strong
quarter was the fastest race of his Kappa Sig team outplayed the Phi
career, and was phenomonal due to Sigs, 4-1; Phi Delta Theta drubbed
the strong wind he fSced at the final Sigma Alpha Epsilon, 9-0, and A. T. O.
stretch. Caven and Vickerman ran won from the D. S. L.s, 7-3.
A. T. O.-D. S. L.
the best races of their varsity com
The Friday afternoon game was an
petition in the hurdle events.
Idaho won eight firsts and Montana easy victory for the A. T. O.s when
took six. The other event—the high they defeated Delta Sigma Lambda,
jump—was won in a tie between 7-3. Neither team could find its stride
Dewey of Idaho and Dahlberg of Mon and the game was a rather slow con
te s t Batteries—Tippet and Wilson;
tana at 5 feet 11 inches.
Peterson, Aldrich and McNair.
The summary:
Independents-Sigma No
100-yard dash — Peden, Montana,
The Independent nine showed their
first; Duff, Montana, second; Kalbus,
growing strength by winning from the
Idaho, third. Time, 9.9.
220-yard dash—Peden, Montana, Sigma Nus, 7-6. The game was a hard
first; Kalbus, Idaho, second; Felton, played contest with neither team hav
ing the edge until the final score. The
Idaho, third. Time, 21.3.
' 440-yard dash—Duff, Montana, first; Sigma Nus used two pitchers in an at
LivingBton, Idaho, second; Hessel, tempt to stop the Independent hitting.
Batteries—Schmoll, Previs, McCarty
Montana, third. Time, 49.9.
880-yard run—Thomas, Idaho, first; and Perry; Hawkes and Sayatovich.
Phi Delt-S. A. £ .
Livingston, Idaho, second; White,
The Phi Delta easily drubbed the
Montana, third. Time, 1:69.
Mile run—Bowler, Idaho, first; Sigma Alpha Epsilon nine, 9-0, Satur
Thomas, Idaho, second; Maury, Mon day to increase their standing in the
fraternity league. The winners took
tana, third. Time, 4:41.6.
, Two-mile run—Watson, Montana, advantage of and won the game
Batteries—Lockwood and
first; Frederick, Idaho, second; handily.
Maury, Montana, third. Time, 10:22.5. Boone; Kuka, Dodge and Lam bert
Kappa Sigs Win
*
220-yard low hurdles—Squance,
The Kappa Sigs won from the Phi
Idaho, first; Caven, Montana, second;
Sigs in a hard fought game Saturday
Jones, Idaho, third. Time, 25.3.
120-yard high hurdles—Squance, afternoon which finally ended, 4-1.
Idaho, first; Vickerman, Montana, Both teams played good ball but the
second; (No third, Caven of Montana Kappa Sigs outplayed the losers in
the pinches. Batteries—Vesel and
being disqualified). Time, 15.
High jump—Dewey, Idaho, and Story; Furlong and Brandenburg.
A. T. O.-Sigma Chi
Dahlberg, Montana, tie for first; Wil
The Alpha Tau Omega club upset
son and Jones, Idaho, tie for third.
the league leading Sigma Chis, 14-8,
Height, 5 feet 11 inches.
Broad jump—Mills, Montana, first; in a free hitting contest Sunday. The
Rhinehart, Montana, second; Kalbus, A. T. O.s garnered 11 tallies in the
Idaho, third. Distance, 21 feet 3 Vi third inning . and held the lead
throughout the remainder of the game.
inches.
Pole vault—Nelson, Idaho, first; The game was marked by hard hit
Newhouse and Dewey, Idaho, Burke ting on the part of the winners. Coyle
and McDaniel, Montana, tie for second. went the route for the A. T. O.s and
Blastic did the hurling for the losers.
Height, 12 feet 6 inches.
Shot put—Berg, Idaho, first; Reyn Batteries—Coyle and Wilson; Blastic
olds, Montana, second; Murray, Mon and Sheehan. .
S. P. E.-D. S. L.
tana, third. Distance, 46 feet, % inch.
The two teams who have been vieDiscus throw—Rhinehart, Montana,
first; Reynolds, Montana, second; ing for cellar position in the fratern
Murray, Montana, third. Distance, 127 ity ball league played a close contest
Sunday afternoon, the Sig Eps win
feet 1 inch.
and
Javelin throw—Aukett, Idaho, first; ning, 6-5. Batteries—Correl
Stansberry, Montana, second; Hawke, Skoog; Aldrich and McNair.
Montana, third. Distance, 168 feet.
Relay race—Won by Idaho (Kalbus,
Felton, Livingston, Thomas). Time
3:26.

Sigma Chis
Lose Game
To A. T. O.s

This will be the last test for the
Davis won the high hurdles in 16.5
Grizzlies until the Pacific Coast con seconds, the low hurdles in 26.6 sec
ference meet later this month. Mon onds and the 100-yard dash in 10.2.
tana’s delegates to that meet will be
Summary of Cnb-Oregon Meet
matched against the pick of the West
100-yard dash—Won by Davis, Mon
ern schools.
tana, 10.2; second, Pattersoh, Oregon,
and Lubrecht, Montana (tied) 10.8.
Mile run—Won by Taylor, Montana,
Washington State college is the
heavy favorite to win that meet, hav 4:38.3; second, Ludlngton, Oregon,
ing shown a wealth of power .and ver 4:41.6; third, Paddock, Oregon, 4:41.9.
440-yard dash—Won by Thomas,
satility on the track and field.
Oregon, 64 flat; second, Grey, Oregon,
The Cougars have a well-rounded 54.4; third, Donnelly, Oregon, 54.7.
team, with sprinters, distance men (No Montana competitors).
120-yard high hurdles—Won by
and strong contenders in the weights
and jumps. Paul Swift is one of the Davis, Montana, 16.6; second, Milli
fastest 100-yard dash men in the gan, Oregon, 17.1; third, Leavings,
Northwest, Ken Wills is One of Amer Oregon, 18.
ica’s premier mllers, Sparks has been '220-yard dash—Won by Patterson,
a consistent winner in the hurdles, Oregon, and LaCasse, Montana (tied),
and Dunker, Theodoratus, Hein and 23.2; third, Knievel, Montana, 24.
880-yard run—Won by Scharpf, Ore
Crews are leaders in the weights and
gon, 2:02; second, Taylor, Montana,
javelin.
2:06; third, Wheaton, Montana, 2:06.2.
220-yard low hurdles—Won by
The Cougars showed their strength
last week by defeating the Washington Davis, Montana, 26.6; second, Cald
Huskies in a dual meet, 72-59. Two well, Montana, and Milligan, Oregon
records were equalled and one was (tied), 28.
Mile relay—Won by Oregon. (Thom
broken.
as, Ary, Donnelly, Ewen) 3.32. (No
Montana
competitors).
Next Friday and Saturday will be
Shot put—Won by Smith, Oregon,
a big day for the California schools
when the Southern California Trojans 42 feet 10 inches; second, Previs, Mon
send their squad to Boston to defend tana, 35 feet 5 inches; third Wilcox,
their 1932 title in the National Inter Montana, 34 feet 8 Inches.
Javelin—Won by Carpenter, Oregon,
collegiate Track and Field meet. Stan
ford will make it a battle of the West 144 feet 10 Inches; second, Meehan,
by sending its squad to vie for honors Montana, 127 feet 4 inches; third,
with the Trojans.
Stanford and Southern California
have split a meet series this spring,
each school having won a dual from
the other. The Boston meet will de
cide which is the best team, but both
may be surprised by the Eastern col
leges th at have some capable per
formers on the track.
Interfraternity sports are taking
the interest of the students now with
track and football over for this season
as far as the home fans are concerned.
Tennis, golf, baseball are in swing,
with horseshoes and track coming up
soon.

The 1932 winners have lost some of
their leading point getters, with Say
lor out of school and Mills in the
anks of the Varsity squad. It re
mains to be seen what this year’s
freshman class will contribute toward
the Interfraternity races.

Will

Be

Used for Replacements
And Shelter Belts
By. Farmers

Montana farmers, the state of
Wyoming and commercial nurseries
have received 300,000 trees from the
nursery of the School of Forestry.
The farm ers will use 200,000 of the
trees for shelter belt plantations or
replacements; 46,000 were sent to the
State of Wyoming for shelter belt
plantations and 65,000 to commercial
nurseries.
Species and numbers of trees re
ceived by Montana farmers were:
Caragana, 66,000; Chinese Elm, 31,500; Russian Olive, 25,000; Green Ash,
13,000; Box Elder, 9,500; American
Elm, 9,500; Northwest Poplar, 7,500;
Native Cottonwood, 7,600; Laurel Wil
low, 7,000; Golden Willow, 2,500;
Colorado Blue Spruce, 10,000; West
ern Yellow Pine; 7,000; Black Hills
White Spruce, 4,000, and Jack Pine,

1,000.

Twenty-five thousand of the trees
set out in Montana were conifers and
178,000 deciduous.

Four more frosh trackmen qualified
for their numerals Saturday afternoon
in a meet among themselves. Three
of the four starters in the 100-yard
dash qualified. Gene Davis, who had
previously run the furlong in quali
fication time, was the winner in 10.1
seconds. He was closely followed by
LaCasse and Price who both ran in
qualifying time.
Don Lindeberg, with a leap of 21
feet 1% inches, was the third man of
the'day to make his monogram. The
other contestant to receive the award
was Tom Wigal, who went 11 feet 6
inches in the pole vault.
The winner of each event was: 100yard dash, Davis; 220-yard dash, La
Casse; 440-yard run, Price; half-mile,
Wagner; high hurdles, Davis; low
hurdles, Rutherford; discus, Goble;
javelin, Wolcott; broad jump, Linde
berg; pole vault, Wigal.
This is the last week of freshman
track and Coach Lockwood stated that
Saturday would be the final chance
for the men to win their numerals.

Given by Clark

Tltleholder for 1938 Will Be Decided
Among Five Entrants
With but five men entered in the
tourney, pairings for the novice tennis
championship have been made and
play will start immediately to decide
the titleholder for 1933.
The pairings for the first round are
Ray Smalley vs. Homer Davison; Ben
White vs. Fred Marrs, and Don Knie
vel, bye. The winner of the first
match will draw a bye in the second
round, and will meet the winner of
the match between Knievel and the
winner of the White-Marrs contest, in
the finals of the tournam ent
The novice tennis tournament is for
students who have not entered the
championship tourney.

Montana Masquers
Will Hold Meeting
Montana Masquer members will
hold their last meeting of the quarter
Wednesday1 evening at 7:30 at the
Little Theatre. There will be’ an elec
tion of officers for next year and final
arrangements will be made for the
annual drama group picnic to be held
Tuesday, May 30. At this time, also,
Jerry Frankel, business manager, will
submit a financial report for the fiscal
year and Director Barnard Hewitt,
will announce his plans for the group
next year.

Frisbie, Montana, 126 feet 6 inches.
Discus—Won by Carpenter, Oregon,
125 feet 8% inches; second, Previs,
Montana, 119 feet % inch; third, Wil
cox, Montana, 108 feet 10 inches.
Pole vault—Won by Wigal, Mon
tana, 10 feet 9% inches; second, Bal
Bill Weber, ’30, of Livingston, was
ias, Montana, 10 feet 3% inches; third,
a visitor on the campus over the
Nye, Oregon, 9 feet 6 inches.
week-end.
Broad jump—Won by Patterson,
Oregon, 20 feet 11 inches; second,
Lindeberg, Montana, 19 feet 6 inches;
RIDING BOOTS
third, Lubrecht, Montana, 19 feet 4%
H ow Do Yours Fit?
inches.
Often-times a slight alteration will
High jump—Won by Knievel, Mon
make a huge difference.
tana, .5 feet 9% inches; second, Fris
bie, Montana, 5 feet 4Vi inches; third,
Basement of Higgins Block
Carpenter, Oregon, 6 feet 4 inches.
WE DELIVER FREE

“The Tinder Box of Asia,” as China
is seen by the author, George Sokolsky, was discussed by Prof. W. P.
Clark at a dinner given by the Mon
tana Mountaineers at the Chimney
Corner Saturday night.
"The book written by an author,
who was educated in the United States
and has lived for 14 years in Japan,
tries to show the Japanese point of
view in the Oriental situation. He be
lieves that the League of Nations has
been futile in its interference in the
affair and that it has been unfair to
the Japanese. His main thesis Is that
Japan is the only westernized coun
try in the Orient and that some spirit
of co-operation must be worked out
between the two countries,” Professor
Clark said.
Another feature of the program was
a double quartette composed of Edythe
Hall, Marion Porterfield, Florence
Grape, Mrs. E. M. Little, Vera Brun
ner, Cliff Walker, Dr. Freeman Daugh
ters and Richard Smith. They were
accompanied and directed by Dr. E.
M. Little. The selections given were
"O Sole Mio,” “Berceuse” from Joc
elyn, “Would God I Were a Tender
Apple Blossom” and "The Volga Boat
man.”
Cards and dancing comprised the
rest” of the evening’s entertainment.

Youngren Shoe Shop

Typew riters
Special RENTAL RATES
tO

Students
Lister Typewriter
Service
127 East Broadway Phone 2457

HESITATINGLY
She Said "YeSj Td Love to Go
But in her mind’s eye she was ransacking her closet-and her sisters’ toofor something suitable to wear

Intorfratornity baseball Is becoming
more and more of a jumbled mess
with four or five teams changing posi
tion every two or three games. The
Kappa Sigs held the lead nntil they
were upset. Then the Sigma Chis
led, and later were tied. The latest
results have taken the Sigma Chi club
down to second place, with the Phi
Delta heading the list.

For a . time the Student Store team
did not allow its men to play in the
fraternity league. Then one of the
teams started using them and the
others took up the idea, until nearly
all of them are back in the fraternity
Baseball Nine Defeats Taylor-Hill; teams.
Lose to Fort Missoula

The Student Store baseball nine has
played four games in the City league
to date and have won three, losing
one to Fort Missoula, 5-6, after the
game had gone nine innings.
They defeated the Taylor-Hill out
fit, 10-1, in their first contest of the
season in 'th e downtown circuit. The
Elks were subdued, 5-1, in an easy
victory. This puts the Store club in
second place and Manager McCullom
has high hopes that the boys will get
up on top soon.
Frank Vesel, Bill Erickson and
W alter Coyle have been carrying the
brunt of the hurling with Vesel and
Blastic changing off behind the bat.
Last night the University club de
feated the Taylor and Hill squad, 11 to
6, in a ragged game. Vesel, Erickson
and Blastic officiated for the winners.

Wlgal

Players Will Begin Oriental Situation
Novice Tournament T ext of Speech

Next week-end will bring together
all the teams of the fraternities and
the Independents in the annual track
and field meet. The other teams will
be hot on the trail of the A. T. O.
squad, which won last year’s meet.

Store Team Wins
City League Games

Forestry School
N u rse ry S ends
P lanting T rees

Page

Dependable Laundry Service
Florence LaundryCo.

Professional
Directory
DR. EMERSON STONE

Whether the date our co-ed took was for a spring dance requiring
formal or sport clothes, a picnic needing natty breeches
and boots, a tea or dinner she need no longer
worry about “having nothing to wear”

Never before have such lovely outfits been priced so cheaply; entire
outfits, from head to foot, may be secured so economically. But how?
___ By reading the KAIMIN ADS, the medium through which the
Missoula merchants offer exceptional values every issue.

Don’t Take Anyone Else’s W ord for it. Read the Kaimin Ads Yourself
Dont let, the “ high-hatting” co-ed convince you that

Ask any well-dressed girl where she buys her clothes.

Missoula merchants are behind the times— that such a

Betcha! She reads The Kaimin ads.
Remember, the Missoula merchants make possible your

type of dress or hat is no longer being worn in New
York, Chicago or on the Coast.

The local merchants

Kaimin— they are its financial backing.

offer you the latest creations, and at the most reason

the columns of The Kaimin.

able prices, too.

ciate it and The Kaimin will profit by it.

,

OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Rooms 8 and 9, Higgins Building
Phone 2321

DR. J. L. MURPHY
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
205 Montana Block

Patronize Kalmln Advertisers

DR. A. G. WHALEY

The First National Bank

Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
106 E. Broadway—Phone 4104

The F irst and Oldest
National Bank In
Montana

DR. GEORGIA COSTIGAN
CHIROPODIST
206 Wilma

MON

Buy through

The merchants will appre

A IM IN

THE MONTANA KAIMIN
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Next Year’s
Dorm Fees
Are Reduced

Temperature Wave Study
Is Conducted by Professors

The popular belief that a thaw
drives the frost into the ground is an
erroneous
idea. What really happens
Upper-class Women Again May
is that the surface temperature goes
Obtain Accommodations
into the ground in wares gradually
At Corbjn Hall
and about the time that a cold wave
gets down to a particular depth the
“North and Corbin halls will con temperature on the surface may have
tinue under the same management as warmed up but the cold continues to
the plan put Into effect last fall," Mrs. go down, just as the ocean is cool in
Harriet Rankin Sedman, dean of summer and warm in winter because
women, announced yesterday.
of gradual heating and cooling. About
North hall will be run strictly as the time a cold wave from a blizzard
a freshman dormitory and Corbin hall has penetrated down to the water
will be reserved for upper-class stu pipes it happens that a thaw sets in
dents. The management and regula at the surface but tbe pipes would
tion at Corbin hall have been adjusted have frozen at that time regardless of
to benefit all upper-class women stu-|I whether the thaw came or not.
dents. There is a later breakfast hour,
ShaUenberger Directs
later permission Is granted
study
Professors G. D. Shallenberger, A.
ing and parlor hours are more lenient.
S. Merrill and E. M. Little have been
All sophomore, junior and senior working for a period of months on the
women students who plan to live in problem of temperature waves pass
Corbin hall next year are requested ing into the earth due to variations
to make application for reservation in surface temperatures. The idea was
and selection of rooms at the office to measure the rate at which the
of the dean of women as soon as pos waves went down into the earth. Dr.
sible. No deposit is necessary at the Shallenberger has directed the opera
present time, but the $10 fee may be tions and done the experimental work.
remitted to the Business office any Dr. Merrill has used statistical meth
time during the summer months.
ods to interpret the results and Dr.
“A reduction has also been made in Little has done the theoretical work.
the cost of board and room for next
The experiment was conducted in
year at both dormitories," said Mrs. the soil west of Craig hall and the
Sedman. “A $7.60 charge will be made i following results were obtained.
per month for a double room, making
There are three principal kinds of
a total charge of $22.50 per quarter. waves; annual, daily and sudden such
The board charge has been reduced as during a blizzard. For the first
to $15 thus making the board and
room total $22.60 per month."
Mrs. Frank K. Turner will continue
her position as social director of Cor-,
bin hall for next year and Mrs. Theo
dore Brantly will continue her posi
tion a t North hall. Appointments for Noted Idaho Author Praises Houston’s
Criticism of “In Tragic Life”
student assistants and leaders in both

Fisher Commends
Review by Student

dormitories will be made within the
next two weeks.

College Humor Has
Short Story Contest
Author H ost Be College Student
Or Graduate of This Year
College Humor and Sense is offer
ing a prize of $500 for the best first
short story by an undergraduate or a
graduate of this June. They also hope
to buy a number of manuscripts in
addition to the prize winning story, at
regular rates. The story need not be
of a college, but it must be original,
well-written, and must contain not
lass than 1,500 and not more than
5,000 words. Closing date of the con
test is September 1. The $500 prize
winning manuscript will be published
in the December issue of College
Humor and Sense.
The rules of the contest are:
1. Any undergraduate or any col-'
lege man or woman graduated no
earlier than this June is eligible to
enter as many manuscripts as he
wisheB.
2. All manuscripts must be type
written, double spaced, on one side
of paper only.
3. All manuscripts should be ad
dressed to First Short Story Editor,
College Humor and Sense, 1501 Broad
way, New York City, and stamped and
self-addressed envelopes must be en
closed.
4. Manuscripts must reach this of
fice before midnight, September 1,
1933.
5. Stories must not be less than
1,600 or more than 5,000 words long.
6. Your name, address, college and
the year of graduation must appear
on the manuscript.
In case of a tie, duplicate prizes
will be awarded.
MATHEMATICS CLUB HAS
PICNIC AT ORB’S PARK
The annual Mathematics club picnic
held at Orr’s park Thursday evening
was unusually well attended this year
and members reported that it was a
“swell” picnic. Diversion consisted of
playing baseball and singing around
the campfire.
Faculty members who went on the
excursion were Dr. N. J. Lennes, Prof.
A. E. Carey, Dr. A. S. Merrill, Dr. G. D.
Shallenberger and Dr. E. M. Little.
Burr Lennes, an alumnus member of
the club, also attended.

Vardis Fisher in a recent letter to
Prof. H. G. Merriam commends John
Houston’s work in his review of Fish
er’s “In Tragic Life” which appeared
In the last Collegiana.
An extract from the letter reads,
“Thanks tor the school. journal. It
seems to me to be far above the av
erage of its kind. Houston’s review
of my book I like. Say I like it be
cause it flatters me. Just the same,
It shows, In my opinion, more Insight
and a more incisive phrasing than
nine-tenth of the reviews I've seen;
and that includes the writer in the
Frontier.
'
„
—

P h a rm a cy Club
Has Annual Picnic

Biology club will meet Thursday
On Sunday, May 28, the Independent
Gambling Tables Will Be Feature night at 7:30 o’clock a t the home Twenty Make Trip to McNamara’s organization is to hold its last social
of Dr. Young. Miss Marie Hopkins
Of Independent Dance
Landing In Talley
affair of the spring quarter, the an
will talk on “Thyroid Glands in the
kind, If the surface of the ground
nual spring picnic. The carnival dance
McNamara’s landing In the Blackvaries 50 degrees between summer
Faro, roulette, poker, blackjack and Chicken.”
will be given the preceding night at
foot valley was selected by the Mounand winter, one foot down it will vary fan-tan gambling tables will offer
the women’s gymnasium.
All who wish to go to the Barb taineere for an outing Sunday. The
44 degrees, and 7 feet down, 21 de special entertainment at the annual
On the picnic committee are Eva
grees. Seven feet down tbe temper Monte Carlo dance Saturday night, picnic must Blgn on the bulletin board party separated at the landing, a num
ature lags 40 days behind that at tbe sponsored by the Independent organi at the Barb office in the Little The ber going on up the river to Sunset Le8ell, Belt; Malcolm Stotts, San
Francisco,
Calif., and Ada Wood, Stevprairie. The groupe met at noon be
surface, so tbe hottest there is about zation. Bob Leslie’s four-piece or atre by Thursday, May 25.
tween the two points for a campfire ensville. Dick Shaw, -Missoula, is
the end of August and 30 feet down chestra is to furnish the music.
chairman of the committee in charge
it is hottest in the middle of the
Independent council will meet this meal.
Frank Martin, Great Falls; Vivian
Those making the trip included Jane of arrangements for the dance. As
Winter.
Bower, Tarklo; Dick Shaw, Missoula, afternoon at 5 o’clock in the Barb
and Catherine Ambrose, Jack Crutch sisting him are George Bofleau, MillRoute of Dally Wave
and George Bolleau, Mllltown, com office in the Little Theatre.
field, Vera Brunner, Edythe Hall, town; Vivian Bower, Tarklo, and
At the bottom of each one-foot layer prise the dance cdmmlttee.
Frank Martin, Great Falls.
Pi Mu Epsilon will meet at Craig Viola Jacobs, Mary Jo Pershina, Mrs.
the temperature variation is about 89 All State University students are in
Perehina, H arriet Linn, Helen Smith,
per cent of what it is at the top of vited to attend. “We had a lot of hail a t 7:30 o’clock tomorrow night.
Madle Bouchard, Marlon Porterfield, WILL STUDY MENTAL DISEASES
the layer. The daily wave travels the fun last year at the carnival dance
Dr. and Mrs. C. B. Spohr, Bob Spealin,
square root of 365. times as fast 4)ut and we're going to have just as much,
Mamie Nlcolet, graduate in the De
There will be a meeting of all Craig Smith, Lynn Ambrose, Dr. Free
deteriorates that much faster also, so If not more, this year. It’s something Junior Prom committee members this
partment of Psychology, is going to
man Daughters, Richard 17. Smith and
that If the ground surface varies 10 different and the more there are pres afternoon a t 4 o’clock in the Little
Warm Springs about June 20 to study
the leader, Cliff Walker.
degrees between day and night, at one ent, the better the; time we’ll have,” Theatre.
mental diseases there during the
foot down it varies about one degree. said Dick Shaw, chairman.
coming summer.
HUGH REDDING MARRIED
At the bottom of each one foot layer
There will be an important meeting
the variation is about 10 per cent of
of Masquers Wednesday, May 24 at
The Montana Druids have received
..........................
.
■ '
4
what it is at the top of the layer. The
7:30 o’clock in the Little Theatre. an announcement of the wedding of We’ve got a bigger and better loca-1
tlon now, gang, and bigger and bet-1
speed of the daily wave is about one
Election of officers.
Hugh Redding, 1931 graduate of the ter haircuts.
|
yard per day so that at 1.5 feet down
School of Forestry, to Frances Eliza
it is hottest at the same time that the
Palace Barber and Beauty Shop I
beth
Anderson
of
Oroflno,
Idaho.
Red
SECRETARY LEAVES
surface is coldest.
Dean R. C. Line of the School of
ding is at present connected with the Basement Palace Hotel—down the |
steps Jnst around the center. |
For sudden changes the waves do Business Administration returned Sat
Miss Helen Evertts, who for the Forest Service at Oroflno.
not continue at the same speed but urday after delivering commencement
past several months has acted as sec
the distance the wave travels is pro addresses at Oilmont, Sunburst and
retary for the School of Pharmacy,
portional to the square root of the Sweet Grass high schools.
has accepted a full time position with
time that has elapsed. If the ground
Dean Line renewed acquaintances the Sentinel Creamery company of
surface temperature suddenly drops
of many graduates and former stu Missoula. Her place is being filled
40 degrees in a blizzard then it will
dents of the State University. Among this week by Kenneth J. Peck of
take 7 hours for the temperature at
these were Kenneth Davis, '32, who Sweet Grass, Montana.
one foot depth to drop half of that or
has constructed an oil refinery at
20 degrees, about one day a t two feet
Cut Bank, and Robert G. Arnot, '32,
and about two weeks at 7 feet
who is now maanger of the meat and
grocery company of the Conrad Mer
PARKER WILL BE SPEAKER
Learn, while you are being educated, the value of
cantile at Conrad. Both of these young
men are graduates of the School of
electricity and electrical appliances in the home.
Darrell Parker, instructor in the De
Business Administration.
partment of English, gave the com
mencement address at the Ringllng
Open Evenings and Sundays
"
V
high school Saturday evening. His *
subject was “The New Frontier.” He
I
.
will speak upon the same subject
For
Thursday night at the Phillipsburg
Weiners, Bologna, Cheese,
Particular People
commencement.
Bans, Cakes, Fruits

Graduates Hear
Dean R. C. Line

How to Be HAPPY I
Though MARRIED

WORDEN'S
GROCERY

Kodak Finishing
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The Montana Power Co.

McKAY ART CO.
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NOW PLAYING—
Tough Tongue Threads Razor Blades
i.
C op y rig ht, IS O , R .

R oyaoM a T obacco C c a p o n y

r

LAST N IG H T I S A W A

W A T ’S D O N E O N

M A G IC IA N SW A LLO W A
D O Z E N RA ZO R B L A D E S
AN D A P IE C E O f THREAD.
THEN H E P U L L E D O U T
THE B LA D ES ALL T H R E A P -

THE P R IN C IP L E
I
O f T H E O L D N EEDLE

HOW IN THE
WORLD DO ES
H E D O IT,
FRED 9

T R IC K , M A B E L —

E D ! IM A G IN E IT j

HE HAS A SET OF
NEWMAN CLUB HOLDS
LAST MEETING OF YEAR

V E R Y DULL B L A D E S

A R E N T YOU CLEVER!

ALL T H R E A D E D
Members of the Newman club at
tended the monthly breakfast and
meeting of the organization after the
9 o’clock mass Sunday.
Archie Kimpel presided at the meet
ing. The treasurer’s report was read
and James Benlsh gave a report on
the progress of study clubs during the I
past year.
This was the last meeting' of the
club this year.
NEWELL EPSON VISITS HERE
Newell Edson, field representative
of the American Association of Social
Hygene, who had been lecturing to
the active state meeting of the P. T. A.
In Missoula spent Thursday morning
on the campus. He talked to the ab
normal psychology class at 9 o'clock.

Teachers Needed
FOR FALL VACANCIES

A N D H ID D E N

W ILL Y O U H A V E A
C IG A R E T T E ?

IN

PALMING THE
LOOSE BLADES,

A SLOT IN T H E
SP O O L O F T H R E A D .
H E P A L M S .T H E
F IR S T SET O F /
BLADES AND PUTS
THE T H R E A D E D
BLADES

I N H IS

EXCHANGING THE
LOOSE BLADES TOR
THE THREADED SET.

TH E B L A D E S H E R EA LLY
PUTS IN H tS M O U TH A R E
ALREADY T H READED ,

MOUTH.

WHY N O T ?
THEY 5AY
M Y K IN D
TASTES BETTER,

GOOD TASTE IN A C IG 
ARETTE CO M ES FROM
F IN E R , M O R E EXPENSIVE
TOBACCOS. TH AT’S WHY
I SMOKE CAMEli.TR.YONE.

FRED, I D O L IK E
Y O U R C A M EL S
BETTER. W H A T IS
IT THAT T H E A D S
SAY A B O U T C IG 
ARETTE M A G IC ?

" it 's f u n t o b e
F O O L E D . .. IT'S
M ORE F U N TO
KNOW I"

Camels are made from finer,
tobaccos
than any o ther popular
brand. Try Camels. Let your
taste respond to the flavor
of real tobacco quality! You
will begin to realize the
truth of the saying: "It’s the
tobacco that counts! ”
MORE EXPENSIVE

E. L. Huff Teachers Agency
503 Wilma UIdg.

Missoula, Mont.

Phone 2442

Andrew Watson, ’28, who for the
past year has been located in Los
Angeles, is now employed at the
Havre Drug company at Havre.

Mountaineer Outing Barbs W ill H old
Picnic Next Sunday
Held Up Blackfoot

Notices

The Pharmacy club held Its annual
picnic Sunday. About thirty-five club
members attended and the day was
spent in playing games. Baseball was
the main diversion tor both men and
women.
•
Lunch was served on the west side
of the Rattlesnake, but due to rain
the members of the club and their
guests returned to Science hall for
supper.
The committee in charge of refresh
ments and sports for the picnic was
composed by Archie Kimpel and Angele LaCasse.

PHI SIGMA HAS INITIATION
FOR SIX NEW MEMBERS
Phi Sigma, national biological fra
ternity, held initiation last Thursday
afternoon up the Rattlesnake valley
for Dean C. E. Mollett, Prof. Leon
Richards, Prof. John Snchey, Bob Sum
merville, Gene Manis and Leonard
Nordstrom.# Special initiation will be
held for Clarence Watson who was
unable to be present at the last Ini
tiation.

Monte Carlo Hop
Will Be Saturday

Tuesday, May 23, 1933

RAINBOW BARBER SHOP AND
BEAUTY PARLOR
136 Higgins Ave.
IT PAYS TO LOOK WELL

Missoula Laundry
Company
Phone 3118

Dry Geaners

FREE.,sendnomoneu„FREE. 36-page illustrated (
MAGIC BO O K CONTAINING 2 3 MYSTIFYING CIGARETTE.,CARD,AND
COIN TRICKS.YOU CAN fO O L THOSE *W IS« G U Y S*TH A T K N O W 1
IT ALL, WITHOUT SKILL OR "PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE. M AILTH E ORDER
BLANK AT RIGHT WITH THE FRONTS FROM FIVE RACKS OF CAMELS.

r R . J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY, DEPT. 1(WL WIHSTON SMXM, n Tc T 'I
I
I endoae fronts from 6 Cam*! packs. Send poatptid free lUgic Book. |

City-------------------------

NO TRICKS IN C A M ELS-JU S T COSTLIER TOBACCOS
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